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government, with united efforts by the entire world
community, to ban all parties, movements and
organizations with a Nazi orientation. There are
sufficient international norms and principles for doing
this. I’ll just name the [United Nations—ed.]
conventions, which enable the international community
to help Ukraine in this respect.
They are the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, and the
International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination, and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. It’s all spelled
out there: a ban on war propaganda; a ban on the
functioning of organizations that take a position of
racial discrimination—on the basis of race, ethnicity,
or any other criteria. That’s what needs to be done in
Ukraine. It is of outstanding importance for Ukraine.
And it has to be understood that without the following,
Ukraine will not survive: after denazification, the
restoration of our non-bloc status, and allowing us to
implement what was the expressed will of our

people—a Union State with Russia and Belarus.

What the International Community Must Do

As for the international side, what needs to be done?
Of course, we passionately hope and pray, that Russia
and China together will be able to convince the U.S.A.,
and Germany, to sit down at the negotiating table and
work out a new world architecture—to find those
principles, validate them and put them at the basis of
some documents, which provide the possibility for
peaceful coexistence of different countries with respect
for their national interests and distinctive characters.
And, of course, we need to change the economic
model, the world economic model. We remember how
Lyndon LaRouche explained to us, that without a radical
change in the economic model, there will be no sustained
development, and it will be impossible to defend the
national interests of different countries. This is what all
progressive humanity has to strive for. And that is the
position of our Progressive Socialist Party of Ukraine.
Thank you very much for listening.
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equilibrium between the nations at
the end of the U.S.S.R. in 1991. This
was a great moment, and we can say
that starting from this moment, the
hubris—the Greek word for
egoism—of the United States started,
and they thought that it was their
duty to lead the whole world.
This was obviously a great mistake, but we can understand that at
this time this thinking was possible
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passed, and we have seen now that more and more nawe are at a very specific point in the evolution of hutions are saying to the United States, “We don’t agree
manity.
with the way you want us to be, and we have a different
The crisis of Ukraine is the result of the end of the
pattern of way of living, and now we are powerful
American supremacy in the world. I don’t want to remind
enough to say what we want and you have to listen to
everybody; you are perfectly aware of the change in the
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Russia Seeks Security Guarantees

I will sum up very quickly, but the kind of agreements that Vladimir Putin and the Russian administration sent to Washington in December, said now it was
not possible to go on like this with your nuclear missiles
on all our border from the north to the south. You have
put nuclear warheads all over our borders, and this is
not acceptable for our security. We suggest, said the
Russians, that we sign a treaty to come to a new equilibrium between different nations, especially between you
and us Russians. We should accept and sign a paper
saying that we’ll never threaten each other. This was
not written in the treaty suggested by Russia, but in the
historical presentation of the treaty, it more or less says
that.
The different treaties that the U.S.S.R. and America
have signed together [in the past] have not been accepted by the United States. Now, we need the written
acceptance of this treaty. If you don’t agree with that,
we will have to take military and technical-military decisions, because we cannot accept anymore to have
your missiles directed to our country.
That was the indication by Russia, together with
other countries, because we have to understand also
that Russia is not alone. Before sending this paper to
Washington, some days before, President Putin met
with Narendra Modi from India and with Xi Jinping
from China. That means that these countries agree for a
new multipolar order, and this paper from Russia is a
proposition for a multipolar order. It is very reasonable,
and it should be acceptable by all the nations of the
world, because it suggests that nations are not to
threaten each other. On the contrary, they are to cooperate together, which is the main project of the Chinese
Belt and Road proposition, the New Silk Road.
This is the future and the destiny of humanity: to
stop nations threatening each other and to create a
world of cooperation. As General de Gaulle said also in
Mexico in 1966 when he spoke at the University of
Mexico, but actually was talking to the whole world,
saying the future of humanity is there—the nations
have to cooperate, and the stronger nations have to
help the less-strong nations. This is a very important
thing.
I want to remind that the [1990] agreement was
only an oral, verbal agreement made in London between the Western bloc and the collapsed U.S.S.R.
with Gorbachev, with the new CEI [French acronym
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for Commonwealth of Independent States—ed.], the
new Russia. They promised not to expand NATO towards the east, and especially [to] Poland and the
Baltic countries. Now, we know a very important
German newspaper has just published three days ago
the proof of these promises which were made to Gorbachev. This is new information which Der Spiegel
has given three days ago. That’s very important also,
because these documents show that these promises
were written on a paper, and that is very important.
But, as everybody knows, these promises have not
been executed.
I think the current Ukrainian situation is [due to] the
fact that the United States did not know how to answer
the exigence of Russian security matters, and they decided to launch propaganda which took a wide range,
especially in Europe and France in particular. We have
seen only the scenarios which were made in Washington, and all the Presidencies, all the media repeated the
false information which was coming from Washington.
They decided that because they did not know how to
answer the legitimate demands from Russia, they said
Russia wants to invade Ukraine. Even if Putin and other
persons—Lavrov, Shoigu—said they have no intention
to invade Ukraine, the lies were going on saying the
contrary.

End of NATO and American Supremacy

In my opinion, this is the end of the American supremacy, because they need to have supremacy over
Europe. If Europe by chance comes to cooperate with
Russia, which is a very big country and especially for
all the energy resources, of course this new Eurasia
group of countries would be independent from the
United States. Then, we understand that NATO, which
was created to face the communist world, when the
Warsaw Pact was defeated—collapsed—then NATO
should have been also defeated.
Then, there is no reason now for NATO to go on and
to have all these European countries and others in Asia
obeying Washington’s strategy and policy. We have
seen that NATO has gone to Afghanistan, to Iraq, and to
other countries, to Libya and so on. Destroying completely countries without any reason, because NATO
was supposed to be an alliance to face the communist
bloc, and when there is no communist bloc, there should
be not be any more NATO.
I want to finish my speech by saying that we are in
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the presence of a very big moment, because I think the
crisis about Ukraine will show the world the end of the
American supremacy. Of course, it will not be tomorrow; but it’s a sign that now the world does not accept
anymore the supremacy of the United States over all the
world. Especially I think for my country, France, and
for all European countries, the truth is that NATO has
no reason anymore to exist and that we should leave

this organization which is a war organization for the
interests of the United States.
The interests of the United States are no more to
lead the whole world, but they have the dollar. The
dollar is now threatened by other currencies, and that’s
also why the Ukrainian crisis is also an economic crisis,
because the United States wants to preserve its supremacy with its currency, and this is not anymore possible.
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NATO? I’m not sure we’re that close to it,
but it seems to many people we are there.
I have a take on what actually happened,
why we entered here. I would say that
everybody thought 30 years ago that NATO
was a thing of the past, like the Warsaw
Pact. Of course, everyone knew that
Gorbachev was given a promise that if he
would accept German unification, NATO
will not move one inch to the East. But it
didn’t go that way, it didn’t happen like that,
because Bill Clinton wanted something
else. Gradually, he took new members—
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Poland, Czechia, Hungary, and other
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countries—into NATO, and presumed that
It seems now we are on the
Europe would be much safer. But some of
brink of maybe a new world war or something. I think
us could not forget the European House which
it would be interesting to try to find out how everything
Gorbachev spoke about. The Russians were very weak
started, how we got there. I have an age, I was young 30
at this time; the Russians didn’t have any military
years ago, and I remember we had a new world—the
power, didn’t have political power. So, the West took
Cold War was over. I grew up in what we called the
advantage to move their sphere of influence further to
shadow of a nuclear bomb. We were somehow afraid of
the East.
the nuclear war, and we were very relieved and very
But Russia eventually became very strong. I would
happy when at last the [Berlin] Wall came down and we
say one thing. George Kennan, for any historian, is a
entered a new world. I was very enthusiastic about
very important person, because he was the one who
Mikhail Gorbachev and the perestroika process, and in
started the old Cold War in 1946, with a long telegram
this process I actually found my Russian wife thirty
from Moscow where he worked. He warned against
years ago. We got married at this time, so there’s a kind
the Soviet Union. He wanted us to be a deterrence
of symbolic significance to that, that we had a new
against the Soviet Union. But in 1998, he was a very
world, that we could freely move across any borders.
old man at this point. Mr. George Kennan gave a very
And there was a lot of enthusiasm at this time.
strong warning. He knew Russia, he knew the Soviet
Union. He was fluent in Russian, and he warned and
How We Got So Close to War
said at this time, “Why should we do this?” Because
It begs the question, of course, of why have we
eventually it will end up with the Russians being very
ended up here close to a new war between Russia and
angry at us. They will be strong, and we will have a
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